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VIEWPOINT
Still a Bargain

What does $4 buy today? A meal at a fast food restaurant. Four gallons of gas. A
half-case of Coke. A fishing lure. For $6 you can buy a movie ticket, a one-day
admission to the community swimming pool or a bleacher seat at a minor league
baseball game.
What else does $4 and $6 buy? It buys a one-year registration for your boat.
And what do you get for that $4 and $6? For starters you get the free use of over
270 boat launching sites. You get the use of 50 Fish Commission-owned lakes. You
get free launching on 54 state park lakes and the use of 12 Corps of Engineers
impoundments.
To make your day safe, you get the services of 71 waterways conservation
officers and over 300 deputies. You get special boating regulations to control boat
activity. You get over 1,000 aids to navigation to help you know and understand
the rules and regulations and to know where the danger spots are.
Want your children to learn about boating safety? Try one of the 200 safety
programs conducted each year in school districts as part of the Boating and Water
Safety Program. How about sending your child through one of the many camp
and summer programs taught by Commission volunteers, seasonal employees and
full-time staff? Last year over 2,000 children were certified in one of these
programs.
Are you concerned about the environment? Last year the Bureau of Law
Enforcement successfully closed 381 cases against polluters of our waterways
resulting in $342,595 in fines.
Get in trouble? Perhaps you will be rescued by one of the over 300 fire
companies and water rescue squads trained by the Fish Commission. Or maybe
you will attend one of the safety programs led by these individuals so that you
won't get into a tough situation in the first place. Perhaps your son or daughter
will be rescued by one of these trained individuals.
The average cost of a boat, motor and trailer in Pennsylvania is about $5,000.
Maybe your registration and the requirements for display of number prevented your
boat from being stolen. Registration is cheap insurance. How much is your boat
worth to you?
Pennsylvania has over 200,000 acres of boatable waters, 5,000 miles of boatable
streams and rivers, and 800 square miles of Lake Erie waters. It registered 265,000
boats last year, ranking 14th in the nation. It has one of the few totally independent boating agencies that does not receive general fund revenues in support of its
programs. Yet it has one of the lowest registration fees in the country. The present
registration fees were established by the Legislature in 1%3, when the Boat Law
was first enacted. They have never been changed despite repeated attempts to
update these fees to account for the effects of inflation.
Isn't it time that the boaters of the Commonwealth get behind their own
Commission and support adequate funding of their programs? I don't think that
anyone can say that he does not get his money's worth from registration fees.
What do you think? Are you content with 1963 funding for 1990s programs, or
are you willing to commit yourself to paying for 1990s programs with 1990s
dollars? The future of these programs depends on your answer.
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Three Rivers Regatta by Bill and Bert Schill
This annual event in Pittsburgh draws thousands of spectators because
it offers something for everyone
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Liberty For All: Pennsylvania Divers Give an
Old Boat New Life by Ellsworth E3oyd
Liberty the Second was one of the fastest boats during the Roaring '20s.
It outlasted sabotage, bootlegging and high-stakes gambling while on the
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The covers
This issue's front cover shows two-time world champion jet skier Jeff Jacobs
plying a slalom course on the Susquehanna River at Harrisburg last July.
The photo was taken by Chris Lauber. The kayaker of the back cover has his
hands full on the Youghiogheny River in Ohiopyle State Park. The action
was photographed by Scott Ridgeway. If powerboating interests you, don't
miss the features on pages 4, 14, and 27. On page 8, history resting in the
depths of Conneaut Lake comes alive. Water skiers will want to turn right to
page 24, and sailors would appreciate the family effort described in the story
on page 11. Finally, paddlers can find immediately useful ideas beginning on
page 20.

The Three Rivers Regatta is one of Pittsburgh's most popular
events. Thefour-day summer extravaganza attracts
thousands to the confluence of the Allegheny, Monongahela
and Ohio rivers.

by Bill and Bert Schill

Last year's Three Rivers Regatta in Pittsburgh at the confluence of the Allegheny,
Monongahela and Ohio rivers drew thousands of spectators, and with all the activities offered there was something for everyone to enjoy.
This four-day event was crowded with
numerous food concessions in Point State
Park, as well as exhibitions of parachute
jumping, daredevil aerial acrobatics, water
skiing, the American Dive Team. balloon
races, stemwheel races, and an "anything
that floats" parade.
An international flavor was added to
the events with the St. Brendan's Cup
Races, sponsored by The Priory, formerly
a residence for priests and Brothers, which
has been converted into an elegant city
inn. The competition included rowing
teams from Boston, New York, Annapolis, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, and for
the first time included women rowers.
The curragh (an Irish word meaning
"marshy wasteland") boat was built for
four people and originated in Ireland
where it was used for transportation on
rough seas.
The piece de resistance of this gala,
however, was the high-powered Formula
One speedboat races. Two races were
planned; a 20-lap race on Saturday and a
50-lap race on Sunday.
Saturday's weather was not too great as
dark clouds drifted over the Allegheny
River, with its multi-bridges, where the
1.4-mile-per-lap race course had been set.
Sprinkles of rain were felt occasionally as
the pit crews lowered the F-1s into the river
for testing runs and later, the time trials.
During the lowering in and hoisting out of
the boats, the pits were considered "hot"
and only authorized personnel were permitted in the pit area.
Thefountain at Point State Park (left)
forms the backgroundfor a member of
the parachute team heading for his target
on the official barge.
Bill end Bert Sena

Strict adherence to safety factors and
regulations is necessary for the drivers to
enter this Grand Prix event. The Formula
One races involve 3-liter capacity outboard
engines of V-8 or V-6 configuration. The
tunnel boats, riding on a cushion of air
trapped beneath two sponsons, are capable
of attaining speeds of 140 mph on the
straightaways and speeds greater than 90
mph cornering.
The boats powered by V-8 engines must
be a minimum length of 16 feet, 8 inches
and weigh at least 1,000 pounds. The V-6
entries must be 16 feet long and not less
than 950 pounds.
The drivers must pass a stringent test
before they are allowed to compete.
Motors used by the drivers are manufactured by Evinrude, Johnson, Mercury,
Suzuki, Yamaha and Mariner.
This race at Pittsburgh is the third in a
series of five with the others held in Chattanooga, Tennessee; Cincinnati, Ohio;
Toledo, Ohio and Beaumont, Texas.
Points accumulated from each race determine the overall champion.
Drivers from Holland, France, England, Canada, California, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Minnesota, North and South Carolina and Florida were entered in these
races. Ben Robertson, from South Carolina, in his Mach Propeller boat #57, was
ahead in points.
Robertson has won seven F-1 Grand
Prix events since 1984, holds the qualifying
lap record at a speed of 141.33 mph and
won the 20-lap race on Saturday.
Sunday dawned beautifully clear with a
brilliant sunny sky. The entire procedure
of testing and time trials was again carried
out. The races began with a modified LeMans start and the boats lined up against
the retaining wall in position according to
their qualifying heat race. With the drivers
in the cockpits, the boats were held in the
water and when the flag went up, the engines were started and they roared off like
a swarm of angry hornets.
The course had been laid out in a rectangle with the turning points around two
huge inflated buoys at each end of the
run. The straight leg on the west run took
drivers past the Vietnam Memorial and
Three Rivers Stadium. On the east run,
the boats thundered past the official barge
and Point State Park.
This main event was originally set for 50
laps but an accident stopped the race during the seventh lap. Following a delay,
when the officials decided conditions were
right to resume the race, it was shortened
to 20 laps.
6
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A crew member (top
photo) helps Formula
One driver Andy
Bitllen, Herne Bay,
Kent, England,
before taking off on
the time trial heat.
Formula One driver
Bill Marshall (left)
was Mini overall in
the F3 world point
standings in 1985 and
fourth overall in 1986.

Formula One boats ride on
a cushion of air trapped
between two sponsons.
They attain speeds of 140
mph on the straightaways.

A canine water skier was an amusing part of the regatta festivities.

Cees van der Velden, of Holland, roars past Roberto Clemente Drive.

Many visitors bring their boats to Pittsburgh to enjoy the regatta activities.

Robertson again led for most of the
laps, being passed for only three. However, he made up the loss and zooming
back into the lead, was never overtaken.
After running his victory lap he was unceremoniously thrown into the water.
The total prize money for the circuit amounts to $200,000. In addition to
prizes for each race, there is a year-end
point fund.
An exciting treat for us was a chance to
ride in a special two-seater modified 120
mph F-1 race boat. Donning a life jacket,
helmet, signing a release and climbing
aboard to sit in the rear cockpit, the instructions were to be sure to hold on to
the left-hand handle and not let go. The
driver took his seat, started the engine and
we were off like a rocket on after-burner.
It was a thrilling ride and the reaction
of being thrust against the side of the boat
as we rounded the buoys was unexpected.
When the ride was over, Pete Johnson,
who handled the arrangements for the
races, said I experienced 2 Gs of thrust,
twice my body weight. The drivers during
races have a 5-G thrust, which shows the
high speed at which they travel.
Both banks of the Allegheny River, and
the Sixth Street Bridge, were lined with
thousands of spectators. It was also possible, for a fee, to ride on the Gateway
Clipper sternwheeler Majestic to watch
the races.
For further information on Pittsburgh
and places to stay, contact: Corrinne G.
Laboon, director of public relations,
Greater Pittsburgh Convention and Visitors Bureau, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA 15222.
Telephone: (412) 281-7711.
For Regatta information, contact:
Eugene E Connelly, President, Pittsburgh
Three Rivers Regatta, One Station Square,
Pittsburgh, PA 15219. Telephone: (412)
261-7055.
The Three Rivers Regatta is one of
Pittsburgh's most popular events with the
Formula races a spectacle that should definitely be entered on the calendar as a
"must visit."
•
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Liberty For All:
Pennsylvania Divers Give
an Old Boat New Life
by Ellsworth Boyd
en scuba divers Bill Houghton and Brian Simpson
salvaged a speedboat of 1920s vintage from Conneaut
Lake, Crawford County, they had no idea of the impact it would have on thousands of people in the Keystone State.
Many Pennsylvanians rallied around the restoration of Liberty
the Second, one of the fastest boats of the Roaring '20s, and
15,000 people gathered at Conneaut Lake in the summer of 1987
to see her rebirth. Proving that truth is stranger than fiction,
Liberty the Second not only fought for local control of

W

restoration, but endured sabotage, bootlegging, and high-stakes
gambling while touring the racing circuit in the 1920s.
The fact that Houghton is a funeral director in Linesville who
resurrected the departed, and Simpson is a policeman who
fought for what he thought was just and right, makes the tale
entertaining and honorable, the American dream come true.
"We tried to get state permits from the Pennsylvania
Historical and Museum Commission," Houghton said, "but
officials believed that the boat would be impossible to get out
from beneath tons of mud.

LIBERTY THE
SECOND
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"We jettisoned the boat out from under six feet of mud—an
awesome task—but when we raised her, Liberty the Second was
in fantastic condition, unbelievably preserved in the mud and
cold water all those years. Then we faced the problem of having
raised a historical object without a state permit."
With help from attorney Dennis Watson, the local Crawford
County Historical Society obtained custody of the boat for
restoration. A non-profit foundation was formed to restore and
manage Liberty the Second—under the auspices of Houghton
and Simpson—at the cost of more than $100,000.
In September 1987, 15,000 cheering fans from all over
Pennsylvania and surrounding states witnessed the sequel to
"Flight of the Phoenix"—Liberty the Second launched and
racing again. Using points, rotor and condenser from the
original engine, the boat ran at 70mph, with a quarter of the
throttle still to go. Houghton thinks she would have gone
100mph, but thought it best to leave well enough alone. He said
that although some floorboards were replaced, the sideboards
and the rest of the boat remained original.

Blanketing the lake
It all sounds simple now, but it wasn't easy when Houghton
and Simpson were covering every niche of the lake for years.
They discovered nine ferryboats (there were 15 on the lake in
those years) and hundreds of old bottles. Acting on a tip from
80-year-old Bronson Luty, who spent his childhood at his
father's lakefront cottage, Houghton and Simpson got the clue
that won the prize in the Liberty sweepstakes. Luty remembered
the exact spot he saw hardhat divers probing the muddy depths
of the 929-acre lake.
Using a $1,000 color density scanner that Houghton describes
as a "glorified fish fmder that looks like a television set," the
divers passed over an area that indicated the projection of a
small metal part. The part turned out to be the rudder; the rest
of the boat was buried upside-down in the mud.
With help from Robert Mast, Richard Myers and
Pennsylvania State Police divers, the salvors used a portable
dredge to suck the mud away so lifting straps could be slipped
under the bow and stern. Divers worked eight days, strictly by
feel, in 43 feet of water.
"I could see a little bit of the boat when I first went down,"
Simpson recalls, "but in about two minutes mud and silt
blocked out everything. Some of us worked with our eyes closed
because we imagined seeing things in the darkness that lights
won't penetrate. It was ghostly down there to say the least."
The ghosts of the 1920s were exorcised as the craft was slowly
winched to the surface. Divers used special lifting devices made
of four-inch well casing attached to the boom from an
amphibious craft furnished by the Linesville Volunteer Fire
Department. At 20 feet the heavy engine caused the boat to shift
in the slings, forcing divers to tow Liberty across the lake to
shallow water. At Oakland Beach a pump was used to float the
vessel, which was greeted by cheers from hundreds of spectators
and champagne toasts from the divers.
The mahogany hull was in excellent condition, the boat
incurred minimal damage, and the only leak was in the stuffmg
box packing. Liberty the Second, printed in large white letters
on the side, could easily be read. Smaller letters, printed in gold,
read "H.N.S." for Harry N. Snavely, the owner and driver of
the highly ranked speedboat. More white letters across the
transom identified Snavely's home and the boat's berth as
"PITTSBURGH, PA."

Douglas Van Patten (above) restored Liberty the Second. The
original engine (below) was an experimental V-8fuel-injected
design that produced 450 horsepower It was built in World War
Ifor "Jenny" trainer planes, but the engine was too heavy and
powerfulfor the aircraft.

Only 15 original engines (above) like the one used in Liberty the
Second were built, and how the owner acquired one is a
mystery. Only three exist today. The Smithsonian Institute in
Washington, D.C., and Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Dayton, Ohio, have the other two. Diversfound the engine
devoid of rust after more than six decades underwater When
the spark plugs were removed, some still had air compression
in them.
Summer 1989 Boat Pennsylvania
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Liberty the Second sunk in September
1922 on Conneaut Lake. Fully
preserved, it reached 70 mph on its first
open-water test.
Experimental engine
The engine was an experimental design developed by the
boat's namesake, Liberty Engines of Pittsburgh. The 450horsepower, V-8, fuel injection model was built in World War I
for replacements in "Jenny" trainer airplanes. But test flights
proved the engine to be too heavy and powerful for aircraft.
How Snavely acquired the engine is still a mystery. There were
only 15 originals built and Snavely dared to put one in a
speedboat. Only three exist today—Smithsonian Institute,
Washington, D.C. and Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Dayton, Ohio have the other two.
Divers found the engine devoid of rust after more than six
decades underwater. When the spark plugs were removed, some
still had air compression in them. The engine, like the boat, was
in exceptionally good condition.

Racing
Powerboat racing in those days was a major sport on
Conneaut and other lakes in the area. World War I was over
and people were resuming lifestyle denied them during hostilities
with Germany. Some regattas drew crowds of 20,000 spectators,
many of them regular fans of the racing circuit. Mixed in the
crowds were high stakes gamblers who wagered hundreds of
dollars per race, big money in those days. Snavely and his boat
were victims of a gambler's ploy reported in the Meadville
Republican newspaper in 1922: "The Liberty the Second, it is
alleged, was tampered with by gamblers who had placed heavy
bets against her. Upon examination, a large quantity of emery
was found in the gasoline in her tank, which put the engine
quite out of commission."
After the incident, Snavely had special screens and seals
placed on all intake areas of the engine to avert further foul
play. Then he tuned the engine in preparation for what he
figured to be an astounding new world record. He had already
tied the world record at 65mph, but felt he had reached only the
tip of the iceberg in his sleek, aircraft engine-powered speedster.
Clocked unofficially at 78mph, Liberty was practicing at nearly
double the speed of that year's American Gold Cup winner,
which captured the Detroit River race in a time of 42mph. But
Snavely's dreams were shattered during a time trial of the
featured race on Conneaut Lake in September 1922.
10
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Unusual design
A counterpart of modem-day hydroplanes, the boat's design
was unusual. The rudder was in the bow rather than in the stem
along with the propeller. The 20-foot hull was flat-bottomed to
prevent counterplaning. Therefore, when she got going the only
thing that touched the surface was the propeller and rudder. A
rule of thumb was, "Don't lean at high speed."
When the magneto faltered, Snavely handed the tiller to his
mechanic and leaned over to make an adjustment. The front
rudder caught a small wake and the top-heavy boat flipped,
throwing the two men clear. Both escaped unharmed, but the
boat sank in minutes.
Today, a new saga was begun. Snavely's pride and joy planes
again and nobody will lean at high speed. Roy Palmer, an expert
aviation mechanic, came out of retirement to rebuild the engine.
Douglas Van Patten, dean of nautical archaeology, and Lance
Wilson supervised restoration of the hull and implementation of
the original design.
Liberty the Second, rumored to have engaged in bootlegging
when she wasn't thrilling crowds at regattas, rises again on prop
and rudder. And it's all thanks to sport divers, the Crawford
County Historical Society, generous people and companies who
donated thousands of dollars for restoration, and local support
groups.
Dennis Watson, chairman of the local non-profit foundation
that funded restoration, says, "This boat has real value to us. It
brings visitors from all around the country to our lake, which
still has a turn-of-the-century atmosphere. Liberty the Second is
priceless as a time capsule artifact representing powerboating's
entry into the modem age of hydroplanes. She is a piece of
Crawford County history that we're all proud of. She's displayed
at boat shows and anywhere we think people will appreciate
history, design and workmanship."
A museum was built at Conneaut Lake park to display the
boat. She has become a popular attraction at the Cleveland Boat
Show Exposition Center in January and February, then returns
to the museum for viewing from May through September.
For Houghton and Simpson, the quest goes on. They have a
lead that the mate to Liberty the Second is buried in the mud in
67 feet of water in Conneaut, but that's on hold. Right how
they're looking for the remains of an airplane that had one of
the original Wright brothers engines on it. If they keep
recovering more artifacts, Pennsylvania's largest natural lake will
grow in historical prominence as well as recreational popularity.

•

Ellsworth Boyd is a professor in the College of Education,
Towson State University, Baltimore. His avocation isfreelance
writing. He has published over 800 magazine articles in 25 years
of writing.

Family Seamanshir

by John Whiting
I'm always looking for a bumper sticker
that says: "The family that goes boating
together stays together." This has been
said before in articles about which toys to
take along on a family cruise or how to
keep toddlers from falling overboard. Actually, the boat itself is a wonderful toy
that kids love. Running an errand with the
dinghy, or going fishing, or helping with
the regular chores on a family cruising
boat, day sailor, or runabout are part of
the fun. Projects like these for boys and
girls are also another kind of education.
Needless to say, outdoor activities, including swimming, are a plus for health.
One thing children learn quickly is to

obey, without any reminder, an old rule of
the sea: "One hand for the boat, one
hand for yourself," which translates to:
"Always hold on when you move about
the boat."
A couple of other good points to remember: On deck, especially while moving around, it's better to wear rubber-soled
shoes than to go barefoot. The reason
should be obvious, but some boaters don't
learn until someone cuts a foot on a sharp
cleat or stubs a toe.
The rust couple of days on a family
cruise, avoid over-aposure to the sun. Use
a sunscreen lotion.

They'll learn the words
Just in the normal course of events,
children quickly pick up the special words,

likeforward and aft, or the names of special things as they learn to boat.
If you have an ornamental cushion with
pictures and the names of the knots, kids
begin to learn a square knot, bowline, and
figure eight by themselves. It's a good idea
to talk it through as you make a clove
hitch or a bowline, and to say what the
knot is good for and how its name is pronounced.
The day will come when your eightyear-old tries to tie a knot himself. Don't
say "No, let me do it." Give the child a
little help. Be patient so the youngster can
learn patience, too.
Early on, get the child in the habit of
tying shoe laces properly, with a square
bow knot. It looks better and it doesn't
come untied as easily as the granny bowSummer 1989 Boat FennsylviEulia
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knot most beginners tie. This might sound
trivial, but on a boat where tripping could
be doubly dangerous, it's a reasonable precaution.
If you need a reminder, here are the basic knots most people use around boats,
with a reminder or two about them:
• Half hitch. Although this is only half a
knot, it is sometimes used for a temporary
tie, to hold something until it can be properly secured. Easy to learn, too.
• 1Wo half hitches. This is a much used
knot because it is quickly tied, has many
uses, and doesn't jam.
• Clove hitch. This one can be over-used.
It is easily adjusted, when fastening a dock
line to a piling, but by the same token, it
can work itself loose.
• Cleat hitch. Like the first ones named,
which you'll notice it resembles, the cleat
hitch is a knot that becomes second nature. Don't put too many hitches down or.
a cleat. They're not needed, they're
sloppy, and they take longer to undo.
• Bowline. The king of knots. It takes a
little learning but it's worth its weight in
gold when you want to make a strong loop
in the end of a rope. The bowline can always be undone, even if the rope is wet.
• Square knot or reef knot. This one is
sometimes misused. It is not good for
tying two lines together because it can't
stand jerks and strains, but in a slightly
different use, as on a package or around a
sail, it is tops.
• Figure eight. An easy knot for beginners to learn. About its only use is as a
stopper in the end of a line, to keep the
line from going through a block or
fairlead—but that's a very important use.
Neither children nor adults have to
"talk real salty," unless your family likes
to sing sea chanteys. But a proper understanding of the few dozen nautical words
that most people use is a good idea. If
now and then you want to look up the
meaning of a nautical word (in a magazine, on a chart, in the instruction manual
for your radio direction finder), one
source is the glossary in Chapman's Piloting, Seamanship, & Small Boat Handling.

Dingy tale
A friend of mine, Ralph Naranjo, went
most of the way around the world in the
family sloop Wind Shadow. That is, the
family sailed west from Los Angeles and
fmally arrived at New York, Long Island
Sound, and Oyster Bay. The family?
Ralph's wife Lenore and their two children,'Para and Eric.
I met them in the Salt Pond at Block
12
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Island, and watched nine-year-old Eric
hop deftly into the dinghy and row ashore
on an errand.
In the course of the long oceanic voyage
they stopped at various places and went to
school. Other times they studied their
books aboard Wind Shadow. But anyone
who knows this brother and sister, selfreliant, polite, and skillful, knows that a
wonderful part of their education has
been learning family seamanship. This
family sailed the globe, but the lessons the
kids learned can be taught to children here
on Pennsylvania waters.

It's possible that the children in your
family always help with chores around the
house. But it is a sure thing, in my experience and my observations of others, that
children turn willingly to help mop the
deck, clean up the supper dishes, or stow
their toys or clothing. It's a fun way to
take on normal adult responsibilities.
Even helping lay out a course on a chart
is good experience for boys and girls.
Learning to understand maps is part of
growing up, and maps of the water are a
lot more romantic than roadmaps.

When Wendy saved the day
When my daughter Wendy was 14, we
were on our usual summer vacation cruise
one August week. We ran into a problem: After half a day of trying to sail in a
choppy sea with little wind, I decided to
start the motor. It started, but soon
stopped. Diagnosis: The hours of bobbing around had somehow stirred up some
dirt from the bottom of the gas tank and
this had clogged the fuel filter.
Our solution for the moment was to
take advantage of the late afternoon
breeze that sprang up and sail into a
nearby harbor. There I would anchor and
clean the fuel filter at my leisure.
Sailing into the harbor was easy, but the

only available mooring space in this particular narrow harbor was a vacancy between two mooring stakes. Normally, one
would take a boat into such a berth under
power. Power we didn't have.
Uncertain about sailing into a space
only a little longer than our sailboat, I
thought out the solution: We sailed up the
river as the breeze was dying, and just opposite the vacant berth we dropped the
sails and anchored.
Then my all-girl crew went to work.
I stayed on the foredeck, in case muscle
was needed. My daughter Wendy got into
the dinghy and took a long dock line. She
rowed to one of the pilings and fastened
our forward dock line to it. I got the anchor up and handily pulled the sailboat
over to the piling. Then, with Wendy's
help, we got a stern line to the other piling
and were soon snug for an overnight stop.
The fuel filter was easily cleaned, and
we even had an extra celebration the
nod day.
As it happened, at the next harbor we
reached, a gentleman came out to see us
after we anchored. He was in his power
launch, and he offered to give us a lift
ashore and let us use his station wagon to
go shopping. Very friendly. It seems his
name was Charles Vilas, he lived in a
house overlooking the harbor with the
stakes, and he had watched our feat of
mostly girl seamanship from his front
porch the evening before. Further, he was
editor of Cruising Club News and was
truly a brilliant seaman.
It made our family a proud family to
have accomplished such sailing feats. The
children cheerfully undertake and master
grownup responsibilities before you know
it. Shouldn't your whole family be sailing
together?
John Whiting is the author ofON DECK,
YOU CAN SAIL, and many magazine
and newspaper articles on boating. He,
along with his wife, Helen, and three
daughters, cruisedfor many years in boats
named Merrywend I, II, and III. They
now have a smaller boat, Bayberry.

KU)S PAGE!
Water Skiing Signals

Slow down
'Recommended by the American Water Ski Association

by Cheryl

lkimerline

Learning these signals can help you, your family and friends
enjoy safer water skiing.

Skier OK

Skier In water
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Fuel Saving Tips Agit
for Powerboaters

by Richard Lebovitz

Conserving fuel is a simple way to reduce
your boating expenses, prolong your time
on the water, and extend your cruising
range. Unfortunately, most boat owners
don't regard saving fuel as a priority. For
instance, the first question usually asked
by a prospective boat buyer is "How fast
does she go?" Yet, when that same person
looks over a car, he asked instead, "How
many miles to the gallon?" On the road,
or on the water, saving fuel still makes
good sense. Here are some practical ways
to go about it.
14
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Preparation

Operation

Fuel saving begins with a boat and engine checkup. Always check the condition
of your boat and engine in the spring,
then again at the middle and end of the
season. Your hull bottom, lower unit (or
shaft and strut, if you have an inboard),
and propeller should be smooth and
clean—free of growth as well as nicks and
gouges. A coat of fresh paint may be all
that's necessary, or you may need to repair
your boat's gelcoat. If the propeller blades
are bent or damaged, have the prop repaired or replaced.
Lay a straightedge against the hull bottom to check for hook (the surface curves
inward) or rocker (the surface curves outward) caused by improper loading on the
trailer. Hook causes the boat to plow and
rocker causes it to porpoise, robbing it of
speed and fuel economy. Though these
problems should be corrected, you can
avoid them in the first place by seeing that
your boat has adequate support on the
trailer, especially at the transom where
most of the weight is located.
Give your engine a thorough inspection.
Clean or replace the spark plugs, check
the wiring and the rest of the ignition system, including the timing. Inspect the carburetor for proper float level, correct
jetting, and smooth choke operation, and
replace the fuel filter. While you're at it,
change the gear oil, check the oil level,
and lubricate any moving parts. Most of
these procedures are explained in your
owner's manual.
Be sure your engine is correctly
mounted. Inboards and sterndrives are
usually factory-installed, but despite the
prevalence of factory-rigged package boats
in today's market, outboards are often installed by the owner. In any case, the procedure to check your outboard's installation is simple—and important!
Your engine should be centered on the
transom at the height recommended by
the manufacturer. Transom mounting
height is measured along a perpendicular
from the top to the bottom of the
transom—not along the back of the transom. The correct height usually measures
15 inches for short shaft engines and 20
inches for long shaft ones. That should
position the anti-ventilation plate, often
referred to as the cavitation plate, level
with the bottom of the boat. Mounting
the engine higher or lower than the recommended height affects performance, so be
sure you understand the implication before
diverging from the manufacturer's guidelines.

Boats and motors are not a fuelefficient combination. They have to overcome the resistance of both wind and
water, and they lose a high percentage of
their available horsepower through their
propulsion systems. Still, there are ways
you can improve your rig's efficiency and
bring down fuel consumption.
Every engine attains its maximum
horsepower rating within a specific rpm
range. This important set of numbers is
specified in your owner's manual and
measured on the water by a tachometer. If
the prop and engine are not matched to
the boat, the engine will'operate either below or above this range. If below, you
need a prop with a smaller pitch or smaller
diameter; if above, you need a prop with a
larger pitch or larger diameter.(Pitch is the
theoretical distance one complete prop revolution advances the prop through the water.) This principle of propeller sizing
applies to sterndrives and inboards as well
as outboards. It is determined with the
boat carrying its normal load. A good
dealer will help you with your propeller
choice, or you can do it yourself if you
own a tachometer.
Engine angle is yet another factor in the
fuel saving equation. For smaller engines,
you set the tilt pin so that the engine sits
perpendicular to the water. For different
loads, you may have to move the pin to
attain the best performance. If the boat

Weight increasesfuel consumption as
much as any factor and provides a strong
argumentfor traveling light. Leave
behind items that aren't absolutely
necessary.

plows, tilt the engine out more; if the boat
porpoises, tilt it in. I arger engines with
power trim and tilt can be automatically
trimmed in or out while under way. By
trimming the engine under, you can get on
plane faster. Then you can trim out until
you obtain the best cruising speed, as indicated by your tachometer and speedometer. During a recent boat test, I recorded
mile per gallon (mpg) increases of 8 to 21
percent by adjusting trim alone.
Weight increases fuel consumption as
much as any factor and provides a good
argument for traveling light. If you're carrying any item aboard that's not absolutely necessary, leave it behind. Furthermore, when you load the boat, be
careful to distribute the weight of gear and
passengers evenly. Too much weight forward causes the boat to plow; too much
weight aft causes it to porpoise. Properly
trimmed, a planing boat runs at a bow-up
attitude, with a minimum amount of bottom in the water.
If you're single-handing a tiller-steered
outboard, you can exert better control
over weight distribution by using an extension handle or adding ballast to the bow.
You can also compensate for loading by
adjusting the engine angle, as already explained.
You can also save gallons of fuel by
planning your trips and plotting the shortest courses. This practice is especially important if you're boating long distances or
have to contend with currents or weather.
In coastal areas like the tidal portion of the
Delaware River, keep an eye on the tides.
Try to plan your trip to run out and in
with them, rather than against them. And
no matter where you're boating, watch the
weather. Battling winds and waves siphons
just as much fuel from the tank as overloading.
Finally, don't forget that the simplest
way to conserve fuel (and safest way to
control a boat) is to slow down. Fuel consumption increases dramatically with increase in speed, so throttle down to
cruising speed (about 2/3 to 3/4 throttle)
and enjoy the scenery. With some boat
and motor combinations, you'll be able to
double your range and cut your fuel consumption in half, arriving at your destination only a few minutes later than if
you headed out at wide open throttle—
and with plenty of fuel in reserve for the
return trip.
Richard Lebovitz is editor of Small Boat
Journal, a recreational boating magazine
located in Atlanta, Georgia.
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A Pilot Program for
the Handicapped
by Cheryl Kitnerline
The bleachers alongside the Olympic
swimming pool were filled with excited
teenagers cheering for their friends. A
wave of enthusiasm swept through the
group. A teacher leaned over to tell the
students to keep the noise down.IWO teenagers stood in front of their peers. The
two actors were getting ready to participate
16
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in a boating accident scenario. The teenagers sat in their mock boat and simulated
a boat ride on Chesapeake Bay. The passenger (navigator) was busy reading the
charts to see if any hidden hazards lurked
ahead. The boat operator was also trying
to glance at the charts because she, too,
was unfamiliar with the area. Suddenly a

large boat cut right in front of them. The
operator swerved and both occupants
ended up in the water. The two actors
scrambled to fmd their personal flotation
devices (PFDs). The PFDs were stowed
under the boat seats and were hard
to find.
In the bleachers, everyone yelled words

the training group. She chose young people who were able to handle this type of
group instruction. Selection also depended
on whether the students would appreciate
and profit from attending the course. Only
one student had some trouble with the
course. He was hyperactive and had problems listening to instructions, so we had to
keep a close eye on him to keep him out of
trouble. Jean gave him the opportunity to
take the course because he lives near the
Susquehanna River and his father owns
a small boat.
The students enjoyed the course. Jean
said, "the young people are really beaming at the end of each lesson. They're
learning things and they're having fun."
Safety is very important for them because "somewhere down the line they may
have an opportunity to be in a boat and
be a little more comfortable with it than
they might have otherwise. Not just our
special young people, but many young
people think that they are invincible and
can do anything. The idea of safety is very
important for them."
The course involved four two-hour sessions. I was a little nervous because I had
never worked with special children before.
I was planning to modify the course as I
taught it. I was unsure that the students
could complete all the physical course requirements.

Course content

Students practice helping someone who falls in the water offa dock (above left), and
they learn safe boating ideas in skits(top right). In a moment the students will simulate
a capsizing and attempt to don PFDs(under chairs). Righting and reboarcling a
capsized canoe (above right) is also a vital safety skM.
of encouragement to the two actors on
how to put on their PFDs. The capsized
duo finally donned their PFDs and were
awarded with a warm round of applause.
As the course continued and the students practiced boating skills, they were always concerned about performing well.
Each time they tried a new technique, they
wondered if they were doing it correctly or
what needed to be changed. They paid attention throughout because everyone was
concerned with learning boating safety
techniques. The students were supportive
of each other. Just what kind of class was
being taught?
This class was one of a series of Boating

and Water Safety Awareness Programs instructed by the Pennsylvania Fish Commission Bureau of Boating. This program
for handicapped children was piloted
through the Capital Area (Harrisburg) Intermediate Unit. The course involved a
mixture of mentally, visually and hearing
impaired students. Jean Jones, an instructional supervisor in charge of physical education with the Capital Area Intermediate Unit, gained approval for the
course through the Capital Area Intermediate Unit curriculum council.
Jean hand-picked the students. She
made sure everyone was a swimmer and
that the students were capable of being in

The first class dealt primarily with wearing personal flotation devices (PFDs),
entering the water wearing a PFD, swimming wearing a PFD, types of PFDs and
surface diving wearing PFDs. The classroom session and accident scenarios were
going very well, so Dan Martin, another
Fish Commission instructor, Jean and I
started putting students in the water two at
a time. I checked their PFDs first on land
to make sure they fit correctly. I had the
students stretch their hands over their
heads and I pulled straight up on the
jacket to make sure it was tightened down
correctly. The students were still nervous
about jumping into the deep diving well
wearing their PFDs.
Dan went into the water to coach them
and Jean showed them how to jump into
the water feet-first with their arms crossed
to keep their PFDs from creeping up.
With Dan and Jean's support and encouragement, the students overcame their
apprehension and felt comfortable watertesting their PFDs.
The students practiced floating facedown to see which PFDs would turn them
Summer 1989 Boat Pennsylvania
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face-up. They also tried to surface dive to
see if they could touch the pool bottom.
Most of them were surprised that with
practice they could still swim underwater
wearing a PFD. The students swam laps
to get comfortable wearing PFDs in the
water. They enjoyed the water and didn't
want to leave the pool.
After the first session, the students wondered what they would learn in the rest of
the course. They had three more sessions.
Topics such as basic rescue techniques,
small craft safety and cold water survival
were coveted.

Rescue practice
The students also had the opportunity
to practice rescuing people as part of a scenario. The young actors pretended they
were at their favorite lake fishing and picnicking. Suddenly they saw a person fall
off a boat dock. Remembering the safe
rescue sequence, "reach, throw, row and
go," they looked around for objects to
reach and throw out to the victim. Clothing, fishing poles, branches, canoe paddles
and ropes were reached out to pull the victim to safety. Coolers, empty plastic soda
bottles, tackle boxes and ring buoys were
also thrown out to help victims float.
The students eagerly absorbed any new
information and skills they were taught.
We tried to keep the lectures no longer
than 15 minutes at a time and divided the
course with a mixture of scenarios, lectures and hands-on, in-water sessions.
Unlike most students who try a new
skill once or twice, these students practiced over and over, never complaining,
just smiling, laughing and wondering if
they were doing everything right. A smile
of encouragement, a hug or friendly pat
on the shoulder went a long way in giving
these kids the encouragement that they
needed to learn the new skills. They had
many questions and were eager to learn.

Social, psychological,
physical benefits
Recreational boating for the handicapped is on the rise across the country as
camps, institutions and clubs for the
handicapped have started to specialiN.in
boating and swimming programs. Handicapped individuals should be able to participate in any activity that lets them reach
their maximum potential. To restrict boating opportunities is to limit a major segment of our population access to a
primary source of social interaction. Many
handicapped individuals interested in
boating have not let limitations stop them
18
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from enjoying boating as a recreational
activity.
Boating is valuable to the handicapped
because of its learning potential. Learning
depends on people's ability to move in
their environment, to explore, experiment,
fmd answers and to gain an understanding
for cooperation. Movement abilities like
these are essential for human growth and
development. Too many of the handicapped are behind in movement education, and boating and water activities are a
viable means of promoting this learning
environment.
Functioning independently is one of the
most important factors that all of us seek,
not only the handicapped. Boating skills
can constantly be improved whether in canoes, sailboats or powerboats. Attaining
these safe boating skills provides' an op-

The author (left) helps a student test a
PFDforfit. She shows the students that
lifejackets should fit snugly.
portunity to develop a sense of independence. This feeling is derived from the
knowledge and skills they have learned to
operate a boat safely.
Handicapped boaters need to follow
safety guidelines closely when boating.
Drowning is the second leading cause of
death in the age group 5 to 44. There is a
risk involved in boating activities and it's
up to the individual to decide whether the
pleasure derived from the activity is worth
the risk. Safety guidelines applicable to everyone are designed to minimize the risk,
although it cannot be eliminated. All
boaters must be aware of boating regulations and required safety equipment.

While the author teaches the students
about different kinds ofPFDs, Capital
Area Intermediate Unit signer Arlene
Inch (background left) helps two hearingimpaired students.
A handicapped individual should wear
a personal flotation device at all times
when on the water because it is the most
important piece of boating safety equipment. Handicapped boaters must pay special attention to the safety equipment
aboard their craft. They must know the
required equipment, where it is stored and
how to use it. Familiarity with safety
equipment is essential for survival.
More handicapped individuals could
benefit from boating. With some ingenuity and adaptations, a physically or mentally handicapped person can safely and
actively participate in a sport that provides
many social, psychological and physical

benefits. These boaters may need some
help to get started. They should take a
boating course and learn how to operate a
watercraft safely. All boaters should know
the rules and regulations concerning boating in their state. Knowing emergency procedures such as what to do if your boat
capsizes or someone falls overboard is important. Planning is important before
the boating trip to determine if any modifications are needed.

Introductory course
The Pennsylvania Fish Commission
Boating and Water Safety Awareness
Course was taught through the Capital
Area Intermediate Unit. Although this
was a pilot program for the handicapped,
the Boating and Water Safety Awareness
Course is currently taught in 18 school districts and 22 youth organizations across
the Commonwealth. The course is a mini-

mum of eight hours of learning experiences both in the classroom and on the
water.
Topics covered in this introductory boating and water safety awareness course emphasize swimming while wearing PFDs,
protection from hypothermia, righting
capsized boats and rescue techniques.
Techniques are aimed at making the students feel comfortable on and in the water.
When the students feel more secure in the
water, they can move on to more advanced
courses such as sailing, navigation and
river canoeing.
One student from the Capital Area Intermediate Unit said she enjoyed the boating and water safety course because she
liked saving people's lives. Her grandfather
has a cabin in the Poconos and her family
owns a pontoon boat, speedboat and canoe. Once she and her cousin went canoeing and had an accident. Her grandfather
had to rescue them. When asked if she
worked with boats before, she responded,
"not like in this course."
She said that after taking the course,
she could now rescue herself and get back
to shore safely. She said that she enjoyed
the course and that the instructors "taught
me a lot. I learned plenty Now I can
go home and teach my mom and dad
and brother. I've been telling them
every day about what happens. They
know that's good."
Our future depends on our children. If
we can teach them basic safety skills at an
early age before they get on the water, they
will likely grow up to be safe, responsible
adults. It is increasingly important that
these special young people learn that they
are not invincible and that they cannot do
everything. They must learn the safety
skills necessary to survive.
All organizations that instruct boating
safety should expand their courses to include handicapped citizens. This was one
of the most rewarding courses that I have
ever taught in boating safety because the
students were so interested and eager to
learn. When the course was completed,
there were tears in my eyes as students
came over to thank me, shake my hand
and give me a hug. I was left with such a
warm feeling that I had done something
worthwhile and important. There is no
reason why handicapped people should
not enjoy recreational boating—many
already do!
Cheryl Kimerline is specialprograms coordinator in the Commission Bureau of
Boating
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Common Canoeing
Quick. What is canoeing's greatest danger? If you said, "capsizing in a dangerous rapid or in ice-cold water far from
shore," you're only partially right.
Granted, these "upsetting experiences"
occasionally take lives, but more often
than not, they simply teach respect for the
river and then allow the pride-drenched
paddlers to continue on their way.
The canoeing literature is filled with pat
solutions for negotiating complex rapids
and the ice melt of early spring. But
what's the rule when you're caught on

Keep weights reasonable in
your canoefor safety's sake.
If the capacity reads 850
pounds maximum, half that
weight in human cargo should
allow for amplefreeboard.
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open water and lightning strikes all
around? How should you negotiate the incoming breakers of an open-water expanse? (What's the procedure when a
following sea planes your canoe to surfing
speed?!Then there's the threatening business ofbeing tossed about by the powerful
waves of motorboat wakes—or worse, of
being sandwiched between two of them!
These "common hazards" seldom cost
lives. But they can be terribly frightening,
even when you know the rules. Here are
the tenets of survival.

Lightning
Fiat scenario: You're paddling along
the lake shore when the storm blows up.
Soon, wind-whipped waves send you scurrying along at what seems like phenomenal speed. No problem, yet. Then you see
it—wisps of lightning dancing in the sky.
Better get to shore fast! A canoe in open
water is no place to be in an electrical
storm.

A lightning-protected
zone extends from the
tops of the tallest trees
(or other topographic
features) outward
about 45 degrees in all
directions. Paddle
within this safe cone
of protection, but not
so close to its center
so that lightning
could jump from a
tree to you.

H

azards by Cliff Jacobson

strikes all around. You are far safer to take
your chances on the water, within the cone
ofprotection.
Note: There's a misconception that
wood and fiberglass canoes are safer than
aluminum ones in a lightning storm.
Hardly! A lightning strike may generate
millions of volts of electricity—enough to
fry anything in its path! Fact is, aluminum
canoes may actually dissipate current better than non-metal ones (the charge may
be conducted around the hull, into the water). This is all scientific conjecture, you
understand.

Surfing in a following sea

In addition to thinking about your
canoe's capacity, consider your
passengers. Sometimes it's best to
portage rapids that you might otherwise
paddle with a similar dead-weight cargo
aboard.
Problem is, huge boulders line the shore
as far as you can see. Dash into those
rocks and you'll pack your canoe home in
pieces. The alternative is to keep on paddling and take your chances on being targeted by a million volts of electricity.
As you can see, the oft-quoted advice to
get off the water when lightning strikes is
sound only if the shoreline provides both
an easy landing and a safe haven from the
storm. In this scenario, it does neither.
Better to stay on open water, relatively
close to land. Here's why:
A lightning-protected zone extends from
the tops of the tallest trees (or other topographic features) outward about 45 degrees
in all directions. Paddle within this safe
cone of protection, but not so close to its
center so that lightning could jump from a
tree to you. Lightning can easily breach 10
or 20 feet, so except in unusual circumstances, two or three canoe lengths off the
shore is the safest place to be.

Second scenario: You're canoeing a
small Pennsylvania creek when the electrical activity begins. Should you head for
shore or take your chances on the water?
Here again, your choice should depend on
the nature of the adjacent shoreline. For
example, south-facing slopes encourage
the growth of fast-growing shadeintolerant trees over slower-growing shadetolerant ones. This means that some of the
tallest trees in the area may stand near the
waterway. Holding hopefully to a tall tree
is not the safest place to be in a lightning
storm! I saw a classic example of this on a
small Ontario river some years ago.
The storm began with heavy rain, punctuated by unrelenting lightning. I gathered
my teenage crew around me and told them
to hang tight and stay well out in the river.
As I was explaining the rationale, I saw
colleague Al Todnem's red canoe disappear into the supposed safety of the alderchoked shoreline. Then came the
cannon-crack of thunder and the acrid
aroma of ozone. Above Todnem's head,
the top of a tall birch was aflame. The red
canoe reversed power just as the burning
top came crashing down.
As you can see, near a tall shoreline tree
is a dangerous place to be when lightning

For awhile, you are powered along by a
gently following breeze. Simply rudder
and go with the flow. Then, the wind intensifies and you pick up speed. Now the
canoe feels light-headed and out of control, like a monkey on a rubberband. Suddenly there's a surge of power as the craft
peaks a wave and begins to surf. Backpaddle and you'll capsize for sure. Continue to rudder and you may do the same.
On the other hand, if you can get up
enough forward speed to climb off the
wave face, the surf may pass you by. At
any rate, it's worth a try.
Fortunately, canoes seldom surf very
well for very long. Invariably, the wave
passes and the stern falls into the trough
behind. Whether or not the boat fills with
water from the following wave depends on
your prowess in climbing up out of the
hole. Just keep paddling and you'll do
fine. Surfing only becomes serious when a
rocky shore looms ahead. Then you must
get off the wave immediately or be tossed
headlong into the boulder line.
To break the surf, get up a full head of
steam, then make a snappy, well-braced
turn into the wave trough. Lean the canoe
smartly away from the oncoming wave. If
you pull off the maneuver, you'll gulp
some water and stall sideways in the wave
trough. If you goof—or lean the wrong
way—you'll enjoy a pleasant swim ashore.
Once in the trough, simply turn upwind
and paddle ashore.

Working upwind
Working upwind is far safer than going
with the flow. All you need to do is keep
from taking on water as you knife into the
oncoming waves.
Canoeing experts advise you to "quarter" the waves at an approximate 30 degree angle as the bow beats upwind. This
procedure shortens the canoe's waterline,
making it easier for the craft to fit between
Summer 1989 Boat Pennsylvania
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waves. The result is greater buoyancy and
a drier ride.
However, a canoe on a quartering tack
is constantly on the edge of broaching to
the wind. The stern person must be in total control. An error here and you'll swim
for sure. That's why quartering is a tactic
best reserved for experts. Beginners should
wipe the technique from their memory
banks and instead adopt the "head-on approach."
Procedure: Both partners move closer
amidships to lighten the ends of the craft
so that it rises and falls more freely with
the waves. Point the bow upwind and paddle! Simple as pie. There is no danger of
broaching as you power upwind.

Motorboat wakes
Experienced canoeists often seek out
motorboat wakes for the thrill of riding
them. Beginners, however, have somewhat
cooler feelings toward the experience. Mix
good current with a variable wind, add a
speedboat wake, and you have a recipe for
a broach, surf, swamping. .. or all three.
Now, introduce the wake from another big
powerboat, and you've got the makings
for a class III rapid on your hometown
river.
The solution for surviving this mess is
to paddle head-on into the maelstrom—
not easy if you're being assaulted from
both sides. And if the wave length is short,
you may take on water unless you act fast.
Pick the closest oncoming wave set and
gently paddle straight into it. As the bow
rises onto the first roller, angle off into the
wave trough (quarter it) to shorten the canoe's waterline length. Keep this gentle
quartering course (it gets easier with each
22
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passing wave) and you'll stay dry and in
command. The opposite wave train you
were worried about will be absorbed
by the waves in which you are now
safely nestled.
Tip: If you see a speedboat bearing full
bore your way, raise your hand high, execute a grimace and give a forceful
"thumbs down." More often than not,
the boat cuts power on your command.

Towing
You've finished your canoe trip in a
quiet bay of a big lake. Ten miles of openwater travel lay between you and your car.
To save time, you hire a powerboat to tow
you to the public landing. What are the
safety concerns, if any?
Canoeing texts make towing sound like
a lark. Just attach a harness around the
canoe so the line pulls right from the keel;
run a Y-trace off the powerboat transom,
and speed ahead, worry-free.
Don't you believe it!
On dead-calm water, a proper tow is
safe enough. Cruise at moderate speed,
make gradual turns—the canoe must not
cross the wake path—and you'll have no
trouble. However, when the wind comes
up, it's a different story. Now you must
balance two variables—waves and the
speedboat's wake. Frequently, the two
forces combine (especially when making
turns)and the canoe angles into the speedboat's wake. The result may be a swamping or capsize, and a severely damaged
canoe.
The safest way to tow canoes is on an
overhead rack built for the purpose. Failing this, you're best advised to wait for
calm water, or paddle those 10 miles.

'IWo is company; three, a load
Some canoeists take canoe capacity recommendations seriously. If the bulkhead
sticker reads 850 pounds maximum, half
that weight in human cargo should allow
for ample freeboard. Or so they think!
First, be aware that manufacturer load
ratings are usually stated to a "six-inch"
freeboard capacity. Load any canoe that
heavy and a few good riffles will sink it at
the dock! Six-inch freeboard ratings are irresponsible. A nine-inch minimum makes
more sense. And movable weight (humans) juggles all the variables and confounds everything. Place four 90-pound
teenagers in an 800-pound-rated canoe
and you'll understand. When one kid
bounces, the other jounces. The result is
an upsetting Experience for everyone.
Obviously, it makes a difference if the
human load is seated dead center and on
the floor of the canoe. But even then, 800
pounds of flour is a more manageable
load than half that weight of well-behaved
kids. You can improve the odds by substituting grownups for children. But it's still
safer to carry the equivalent weight of uncooked pasta!
I've traveled thousands of miles without
incident with three in my canoe, and as
long as weights are kept reasonable, it's
safe enough. Nonetheless, the passenger is
always a concern—one that prompts me
to portage rapids I'd otherwise paddle
with a similar dead-weight cargo aboard.
Float plane pilots frequently "halve" the
useful load of their aircraft when carrying
a canoe on the pontoons. I suggest you do
likewise when you carry a passenger in
your canoe.
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The Fish Commission will require a capacity platefor all boats less than 20feet long
beginning January I, 1990. Canoes, kayaks, inflatables and boats of unusual or unique
design are exemptedfrom the capacity plate requitement. Boats displaying a manufacturer's capacity plate, which has been requited by the Coast Guard since 1972, do not
need a Commission capacity plate unless the manufacturer's label is illegible.

Eckert, Angstadt
Recognized
Water rescue instructors Thomas Eckert
and George Angstadt were presented with
Fish Commission Water Rescue Training
Awards in recognition of their outstanding
contributions in the promotion of water
rescue training in Pennsylvania. This was
the second year Mr. Eckert has received
this prestigious Water Rescue Award. The
presentations were made by Virgil H.
Chambers, chief of the Fish Commission's
Boating Safety and Education Division,
during the 1989 Water Rescue Workshop
Banquet, held last March at River Rescue
Headquarters in Harrisburg.
Eckert, a lieutenant with York City Fire
and Rescue Services, has been a certified
instructor for the Commission's State Water Rescue course for the past six years.
Angstadt, assistant chief of the Ephrata
Fire and Rescue Department, has been a
certified instructor for the Water Rescue
Course for the past three years.
The State Water Rescue Course, developed by the Commission, is a three-phase
certification program, which trains rescue
personnel in the most current techniques
of boat rescue and water safety. The sevenyear-old program has more than 100 certified instructors and is ranked as one of the
top water rescue programs in the nation.

Boating and Water Safety
Instructors Roundtable
Ideas were flying through the air, stories
were exchanged with laughter, and new
programs were discussed enthusiastically at
the Boating and Water Safety Instructor's
Roundtable and Workshop, held at the
H.R. Stackhouse School of Training last
April.
Twelve school teachers gathered to talk
about their school boating programs and
exchange ideas. Not only were their programs discussed, but ideas were examined
for revisions in the instructor's manual,
new videos were reviewed, and instructors
heard everybody else's concerns.
Volunteers, park rangers, and waterways
conservation officers also participated.
Ways to promote the program and how to
get more instructors involved were also discussed.
The two-day workshop proved to be
helpful for all instructors and for the
Commission professional staff. The ideas
heard will be put to use and more instructor roundtables will be held in the future.
For more information about Boating
and Water Safety instructor workshops,
contact the Fish Commission Bureau of
Boating at 717-657-4540.—Heidi H.
Milbrand
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Water Skiing
Rules of the Road
by John M. Cornish 11
Even a water skier at the end of a ski rope
far behind the boat is under restrictions of
the law. As there are laws that govern the
driving of your car on the highway, there
are rules and regulations that govern boaters and the water skiers they tow.
The Fish Commission is the state
agency that has the jurisdiction to make
and enforce the "rules of the road" on
Pennsylvania inland waterways. The waterways conservation officers (WC0s) are
the individuals saddled with the task of
dealing with the public in educating and
enforcing the rules.
After talking with several of the officers
I fmd that there are only a few regulations
that are commonly broken by boaters and
skiers. The one general, all-encompassing
problem is the lack of understanding or
knowledge of the boating regulations. The
most prevalent problem results in misunderstanding the regulations through the
public's interpretation of some of the regulations.
An example of this misinterpretation
has to do with the newest waterway craze
of jet skis and similar watercraft. Some
operators of these crafts believe that these
machines fall under a separate set of rules
and regulations. Jet skis and wetbikes are
classified as motorized watercraft and
must follow the rules that are established
for any powerboat.
Water skiers must also follow the "rules
of the road" as well as comply with a few

specialized regulations. Let's take a closer
look at these regulations that you may or
may not be familiar with. We will also attempt to explain these regulations.

PFDs
The first and maybe the most important
regulation is the PFD law. A water skier
must wear a U.S. Coast Guard approved
personal flotation devicb. In simple terms,
a skier must wear a life vest that is identified as being approved safe by the U.S.
Coast Guard. This approval must be
stamped on the vest and it must be free of
any tears Or punctures.
The only exception to this regulation is
for barefoot water skiers or tournament
water skiers who practice on a marked
course. This group of skiers may wear, at
their own risk, a flotation wetsuit. This exception does not eliminate the need for a
USCG approved PFD for each person in
the boat as well as the skier being towed
behind.

Observer
The second regulation to address is the
one that makes water skiing a three-person
activity This eliminates the possibility of
husband and wife teams going skiing
alone and is regularly questioned. An observer is required in all boats that tow a
skier. The observer must be competent
and in a position to see the slier. The regulation additionally outlines that the ob-

Water skiers can increase their safety and
enjoyment of the sport by heeding the
"rules of The road" and by complying with
a few specialized regulations.
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server must be able to assist a fallen or
injured skier. This requirement sometimes
rules out the use of children to act as an
observer. The age and size of the child as
well as the interpretation of the regulation
are the determining factors.
When trying to determine if your child
is suitable to be an observer you might
want to answer these questions.
• Is the child mature enough to be an observer?
• Is the child trained in the job of an observer?
• Is the child competent to operate the
boat if nereccary?
• Can the child assist a slder into the boat
and offer rust aid if necessary?
Remember that an observer must be
competent to watch and assist a fallen
skier.
Each of these regulations is listed in the
Summary ofBoating Regulations booklet.
This little publication is received by every
boater in the spring along with boat registration stickers. Along with the water skiing regulations you'll find information on
the "rules of the road" and other information pertaining to the use of Pennsylvania waterways.

Sunrise, sunset
One important item found in the summary is a chart that lists the times of sunset and sunrise every day during the
summer months. On Pennsylvania waterways, water skiing is permitted only during
the daylight hours, between sunrise and
sunset. This chart allows skiers to know if
they are legal to take that last run of the
day. Skiing after sunset is one of the persistent problems that the WCOs encounter.

Tow line length

The PFD law is
perhaps water
skiing's most vital
rule. Read your
PFD'S label to see if
it's Coast Guard
approved, and to
determine if it's the
right size. Consult
your Summary of
Boating Regulations
for more details.
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A regulation that is not commonly discussed is the skier's tow line length. Most
recreational boaters and skiers normally
buy any packaged ski rope that fits their
budget. Very rarely do they question the
length of the rope or do they realize that
there is a length restriction.
Luckily, the manufacturers' packaged
tow lines are of- legal lengths. The summary booklet limits the tow rope length
for water skiing to 80 feet, while most of
the packaged lines are 75 feet including the
handle section. There are tow lines available both with and without handles that exceed the 80-foot limit. Make certain that
the rope you purchase is within the regulated lengths.
Skiers, like boat operators, are responsible for the safe operation of their boats or
skiing devices, as well as their own safety.
ICneeboards, surfboards and tubes all fall
under the rules governing water skiing. As
water skiers must obey the special water
skiing regulations, they must also follow
the standard boating regulations.
While skiers are permitted to start off
from a dock or the shore, they and their
tow boat must yield to the other boat traffic. The boat operator must still adhere to
the "rules of the road," such as controlling the boat wake within 100 feet of an
object and traveling in a counterclockwise
direction on lakes and rivers. Within 100
feet of any object a boat must maintain a
slow and minimum or no-wake speed. A
skier taking off from a dock or the shore
would have to follow the boat direction
into the main body of water to comply
with this distance requirement. Boats are
also required to travel to the right side of
any waterway.
It is also permissible for a skier to ski
back to the dock or shore. This action
must be done under the skier's own power
by gliding or coasting. The tow boat must
remain 100 feet from shore or any object
while under power. The safety of the skier
and traffic are the primary consideration
in attempting such a maneuver. A water
skier has no special right of way allowing
him to ski away from or into a dock or the
shore.
Be sure to read through the Summary
ofBoat Regulations 1989. Carry the small,
handy booklet in your boat with your registration card for quick reference and information. Don't give water skiing a bad
reputation by skiing illegally. Remember:
Ski safe, ski legal, and have a ball!

A
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Visual Distress
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ver had motor problems on the water? Quite a challenge, isn't it? It's
bad enough when your car breaks
down on the highway. You push it off the
road, put on your hazard lights, open up
the hood and hope you can discover
what's wrong. It you have a CB radio, you
can call for a tow truck or notify the local
authorities in an emergency If you have
road flares or hazard triangles, you put
them alongside the road. You sit in your
car and hope help will arrive soon or you
start walking toward the closest gas
station.
Motor problems become even more
challenging when on the water. Your family fishes most of the day and picnicks at
the beach with friends, and you are just
getting ready to head back to the launch
ramp. Suddenly your motor spews and
sputters. It dies completely at the far end
of the lake. The lake was crowded with
boats all day, so you were not worried.
The next boater could give you a tow into
the launch ramp. What you do not realize
is that evening is setting in and most of
those boats raced to the launch ramps to
leave for the day.
Several boats go by, so your family
waves and yells for help. As these boats
zoom by, everyone smiles and waves back,
not realizing that you need assistance. The
yells are covered up by the drone of distant
motors.
The family sits in the boat waiting for
help to arrive. Fortunately, your friends
notice you missing at the marina. They
contact the ranger and a patrol boat is
eventually sent out to track you down.
Such a problem can be averted next
time by the proper use of visual distress
signals.

E

3

Principles of signaling
The purpose of signaling is to attract
attention and to provide a "homing" signal to guide the responding party to your
boat. Remember that nothing can happen
until someone's attention is attracted, and
using visual distress signals is an excellent
way to do this.
Meteors and parachute flares are the
most effective signals for atnacting attention
because they are aerial, moving, spectacular and cover a large area. When attention
has been secured, signals are still needed to
pinpoint specific locations and guide rescuers to you. The most effective distress
signals for locating are hand-held flares,
smoke signals and other kinds of flares.
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Pistol-launched distress signals can be used during daylight hours, but they are more
effective at night.

Regulations

Hand-held red flares are day and night signals. They're popular because they are
inexpensive. However, they can be used only once. When used they must be held so
that the hot drippingsfall in the water

The purpose of signaling is to attract
attention and to guide a responding party
to your boat. Using visual distress signals
properly ensures the quickest rescue.

The requirement to carry visual distress
signals became effective on January 1,
1981. This regulation requires all boats
used on coastal waters, which include
Lake Erie, to be equipped with visual distress signals. However, the Commission
recommends that all boats on Commonwealth waterways carry some type of visual distress signal.
Visual distress signals are important
safety equipment and should be carried by
all boaters. No person may operate a boat
unless the visual distress signals required
by law are readily accessible, in serviceable
condition, have not expired and have legible Coast Guard approval numbers.
The following specifications listed below
are required for Lake Erie boaters.
No person may use a boat 16 feet or
more in length or any boat carrying six or
fewer passengers for hire unless the proper
visual distress signals are carried on board
at all times. Devices suitable for day use
and devices suitable for night use, or devices suitable for both day and night use,
must be carried.
Between sunset and sunrise, no person
may use a boat less than 16 feet in length
unless visual distress signals approved for
night use are carried on board. The following are exemptions: a person competing in an organized marine parade, race or
similar event; a person using a manually
propelled boat; or a person using a sailboat, under 26 feet in length, of open construction with no propulsion.
It is unlawful for a person in a boat to
display a visual distress signal under any
circumstance except when assistance is
needed because of immediate or potential
danger to the persons on board.

If you carry hand-held red flares, check
the expiration date (left). To meet legal
requirements, a flare's date must not be
expired. However, you may want to keep
expired flares aboard your boat. They
probably will work, and you might need
them in an emergency. Be sure to store
flares aboard your boat where they will
not get wet.

Table 1.

Device Description
DAY USE ONLY
Floating orange smoke distress signals(5 minutes)
Hand-held orange smoke distress signals
Floating orange smoke distress signals (15 minutes)
Orange distress signal flag for boats

NUMBER REQUIRED
TO BE CARRIED
3
3
1
1

NIGHT USE ONLY
Electric distress light for boats

1

DAY AND NIGHT USE
Parachute red flare distress signals (37nun).
These signals require a suitable launching device.
Hand-held rocket-propelled parachute red flare
distress signals
Distress signal for boats, red aerial pyrotechnic flare
(These devices may be either meteor or
parachute-assisted types.)
Hand-held flare distress signal
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3
3
3

3

The numbers specified in Table 1 are the
minimum required for a reasonable likelihood of attracting attention. However, if
you're boating several miles offshore in
bad weather on Lake Erie, three flares
probably will not attract enough attention.
Thus, safety-conscious boaters should
carry additional visual distress signals to
meet their needs.

Types
There are many types of visual distress
signals. No one signaling device is ideal for
all conditions and purposes. Consideration should be given to carrying several
types. The following is an illustration of
the variety and combination of devices
that can be carried to meet the requirements.
• Three hand-held red flares (day and
night).
• One electric distress light (night only).
• One hand-held red flare and two parachute flares (day and night).
• One hand-held orange smoke signal,
two floating orange smoke signals (day)
and one electric distress light (night).
The hand-held and floating orange
smoke signaling devices are good day signals. They are popular because of their
low cost. However, they can only be used
once. Both are most effective with light to
moderate winds. High winds disperse the
smoke close to the water, making it hard
to see. The flares are very hot and can
cause burns or a fire if dropped.
When burning, they need to be held
over the side of the boat and in such a way
that hot slag cannot drip on the hand or
inside the boat.
Pistol-launched or self-contained
rocket-propelled red meteors can be used
by day, but they are most effective at
night. Because of their rapid descent, they
are rarely affected by wind. However, their
burning time is shorter and they may not
be as readily observed as would slower descending signals. Projected devices must
be handled cautiously and respectfully because they have the characteristics of a
firearm.
Red parachute flares, either pistollaunched or hand-held rocket-propelled,
are effective distress signals for both day
and night. They achieve a high altitude
and have a low descent and brilliant intensity. However, their slow descent in winds
can make them drift away and lead a rescuer away from a disabled vessel.
Whenever a pistol-launched or handheld rocket-propelled distress signal is
used, the wind must be taken into ac-

At left, Commission personnel
demonstrate the use of a pistol-launched
flare. Take the wind into consideration
when you use this device, and never fire
the flare so that it lands in your boat or
in another boat.
if you are reasonably sure that someone
on shore can see your signal. Good judgment is critical.
If you see a distress signal, you should
take immediate action. Notify the nearest
Coast Guard station or Fish Commission
office. Channel 9 on a CB and Channel 16
on a VHF radio are recognized as distress
channels. Assist the distressed vessel without endangering yourself.

Handling, storage, disposal
Pyrotechnic devices need to be stored in
a cool, dry location and must be readily
accessible in case of an emergency. Take
care to prevent water saturation and puncturing or damaging their coverings.
U.S. Coast Guard approved pyrotechnic devices carry an expiration date. This
date cannot exceed 42 months from the
date of manufacture. After this date, the
device cannot be counted toward the minimum requirements but can be used as
backup. Non-pyrotechnic devices have no
expiration date but need to be checked occasionally for serviceability.
Expired pyrotechnic devices should be
turned over to the fire department, police,
Fish Commission or local Coast Guard
Auxiliary. Do not throw them in the trash
because they are flammable.

Other types of distress signals

count. In calm winds, keep your arm at
approximately 60 degrees above the horizon with the wind at your back when firing. As the wind increases, raise the angle
of the arm up to but no more than 85
degrees. No pyrotechnic device should be
fired straight up or in a direction where it
may land in your boat or on another boat
and start a fire.
The distress flag must be at least 3 feet
by 3 feet with a black square and circle on
an orange background. It is a day signal
only. The flag is most visible when waved
on something such as a boat hook or
paddle.

The electric distress light is accepted for
night use only and must automatically
flash the international SOS distress signal,
which is three short flashes, three long
flashes and three short flashes. Flashed
four to six times a minute, this is a distinct
signal.

When to use them
Visual distress signals are an important
part of your boat's safety equipment.
Check them before you put on the water.
Visual distress signals are only effective if
someone can see them. Use visual distress
signals only when you hear or see help or

There are several other signals that have
been used in the past by mariners in distress. These signals can be carried and
used but they do not replace those signals
required by regulation. Some of these
helpful signals include signal mirrors, fog
horns, calling "mayday" by radio, code
flags, and dye markers.
The boat operator is responsible for the
boat and persons on board. Hopefully
you will never have any problems when on
the water, but if an emergency arises, you
need a backup plan. Carrying visual distress signals is an inexpensive insurance
policy for you and your family. Education
and common sense can prevent the need
to use visual distress signals, but make sure
you have them readily accessible just in
case an emergency arises.
Cheryl Kimerline is the Commission
Bureau of Boating special programs
coordinator
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